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The Candidates Are Going to the Same Church - Once
The separation of church and state? Yes.
The separation of religion and politics? Impossible.
The separation of religion and politics from conversation? Un-American and disastrous.
But when, at a dinner with five strangers in another city three days ago, I tried to move the conversation from trivial to
consequential, the first response I got was this: "The two things I never talk about in public are politics and religion."
His assumption was that public conversation should be polite and cannot be civil if religion and politics are permissible
agenda.
We shall see, Saturday, whether the conversation on religion and politics between Obama and McCain remains civil. If
so, it will undercut that false assumption of millions of Americans, and model serious conversation on religion and the
mix of religion and politics.
In inviting the two presidential candidates to his church for this encounter, Rick Warren - an evangelical of generous
mind, heart, and pocket - has rendered a vital service to his fellow Americans.
"On Faith" is saying yes to the event by asking us panelists to pretend we'll be there:
"What question would you ask BOTH candidates if you had the chance?"
My question:
"Assuming you both believe in America's chief contribution to world political theory, namely, the separation of church
(as institution) and state (as institution), do you believe also in the separation of religion and politics? And if so,
wouldn't the people be better served if candidates refused to answer questions about their personal religion?"
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They're doing it because "the other one" is doing it.
Rick Warren is only taking his rightful place as God's representative at the head of the nation. These two men are
seekers of power. All power comes from God. Rick Warren is a power monger.
Since they expect to gain power from this encounter with God's representative it makes sense that the ministry is
God's proxy, vicars, God's attorney's in fact. In other words, God's kingdom is actually ruled by them in the absence of
God. Rick only flexes his muscle addressing issues that concern us all like the price of oil and global warming
-spiritual issues.
Not to worry, Jesus will be along any minute to end democracy and install himself ruler, the king of kings to rule the
earth. In the mean time we have God's vicars to rule.
Now about the ministry's source of power, the Bible. Is it really God's word? Is God really anti democracy and in favor
of a king of any kind to rule the whole world? Have you reviewed the reading of the Bible at hoaxbuster.org/sellyoursoul yet? It answers all questions and leaves God a strong supporter of democracy. Hell is kingdom
is hell while heaven is democracy is heaven.
Hoax buster is but a voice in the wilderness warning us about false Gods. Rather ominous how the Bible when
properly read shows itself to be the work of devil and not God at all.
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Forget the separation church and state. Let's do the separation of church and God. That'll solve all the problems
caused by religion.

Lucifer is waiting. It's just a matter of time. The good die young while those headed to hell eventually die anyhow.
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